


• Write the points that says ‘to be copied’ in the Class work 
notebook.

• Fill the index.
• Start the new topic from the new page.
• Class work is be done in the class work register and home work 

in the home work notebook.
• Use different coloured pens to differentiate between adjectives 

and adverbs.
• You can refer to page number 9, 21 and 26 of your book 
“Complete English for Cambridge Secondary 1”



- when describing a noun, a pronoun 

- when describing a VERB; 
another adjective or another adverb

For example, "He made slow progress/ He is an amazing cook”

For example, "We progressed slowly/ He cooks really amazingly/
He is an incredibly great singer ”

a person
a thing
a place

To be copied



• Our progress was/ seemed/ felt slow
• His food tastes/ smells/ looks amazing

Remember

An adjective is used after linked verbs (be (is , are , was)
become, get) or

sense verbs (see, smell, taste, feel, look, seem)



Formation

slow slowly
interesting interestingly

adj. adv.

If an adj. ends in consonant + y => consonant + i + ly

happy happily
lucky luckily
To be copied



BUT there are few exceptions

good well
fast fast
hard hard
early early

late late

far far
long long
short short

straight straight
fine fine

adj. adv. adj. adv.



He is a hard worker He works hard

The bus was late I arrived home late
It was a short speech He cut his speech short



NOTE

friendly, lovely, lonely, silly, lively, deadly,
timely, orderly

You can’t change these words into adverbs. You can use the words way,manner,fashion 
to describe a VERB with these adjectives:

She was lovely She welcomed us in a lovely manner

To be copied



NOTE

weekly, monthly, daily, yearly

It’s a weekly magazine I receive it weekly

To be copied.



Exercise ( Class work)
1. The situation seemed.........(unusually/ unusual) 

2. Your garden looks .........(beautiful/ beautifully) 

3. He sings.........(good/ well) 

4. He is a .......... good singer (wonderful/ wonderfully) 

5. John held the plate ............ (carefully/ careful) 

6. Julia is a ......... person. (carefully/ careful) 

7. I ran .........to the station. (quick/ quickly) 

8. The journey was ........ (quick/ quickly)

9. You look ........... Didn’t you sleep well? (tired/ tiredly) 

10. The baby rubbed his eyes ........... (tired/ tiredly) 



• Look at the words in the Word cloud.
a) Find the word that is not an adverb.
b) What kind of word is it?(noun, verb, 
c) How did you know by just looking that it wasn’t an adverb?

Completely, relatively, extremely, relentlessly, 
permanently, robbery,

persistently

Home work



• Permanently, persistently and relentlessly are all adverbs that were 
adjectives before the –ly ending was added. Write a sentence for 
each one, using it as an adjective.

(For example: She has relentless determination to win the 
competition.)

• Some words can appear in different forms in different contexts. 
Extremely and relatively are examples. If you drop –ly ending, both 
can be adjectives but they can also be nouns. Write a sentence for 
each one, using it as a noun.

(for example :I got this gift from a distant relative.)

• Without the –ly ending, completely becomes an adjective but can 
also be a verb. Write a sentence to show this.



• Look at the words in the Word cloud.
a) Why is sandy better than yellow beaches?
b) Why is sparkling better than clean sea?

• Write at least three powerful adjectives to describe these 
things you would find at the seaside:

a. Cliffs        b. fish      c. a fishing boat

Golden, sparkling, peaceful, tranquil, 
picturesque

The lake is open to swimming 
at the sandy beach.
The lake is open to swimming 
at the sandy beach.

From the terrace, you will 
see the sparkling sea.
From the terrace, you will 
see the clean sea.



• Improve the message on the postcard by changing the adjectives into 
more interesting ones.

I had a good holiday near Bellavista. The weather was nice. The hotel 
had a big swimmimg pool and I enjoyed pleasant meals.




